This paper presents an acoustic-prosodic analysis of entrainment in a Portuguese map-task corpus. Our aim is to analyze how turn-by-turn entrainment varies with distinct structural metadata events: types of sentence-like units (SU) in consecutive turns (e.g. interrogatives followed by declaratives, or both declaratives), and with the presence of discourse markers, affirmative cue words, and disfluencies in the beginning of turns. Entrainment at turn-exchanges may be observed in terms of pitch, energy, duration, and voice quality. Regarding SU types, question-answer turns are the ones with stronger similarity, and declarative-interrogative pairs are the ones where less entrainment occurs, as expected. Moreover, in question-answer pairs, there is also stronger evidence of entrainment with Yes/No and Tag questions than with Wh-questions. In fact, these subtypes are coded in distinctive prosodic ways (moreover, the first subtype has no associated lexical-syntactic cues in Portuguese, only prosodic). As for turn-initial structures, entrainment is stronger when the second turn begins with an affirmative cue word; less strong with ambiguous structures (such as 'OK'), emphatic affirmative answers, and negative answers; and scarce with disfluencies and discourse markers. The different degrees of local entrainment may be related with the informative structure of distinct structural metadata events.
Introduction
Entrainment, also known as accommodation or adaptation between speakers in a conversation, has been described as the ability shared by humans to adjust their speech and behavior to their interlocutors ( [1] , [2] ). This strategy is studied to understand the underlying linguistic, psychological and social mechanisms, as well as to replicate this typically human behavior in automatic systems. It is known that entrainment plays a crucial role in solving specific tasks or making a speaker more likable and attractive to their interlocutor [3] , as well as impacting in the success of spoken dialogue systems ( [4] , [5] ).
In an acoustic-prosodic perspective, the topic of our work, entrainment has been largely studied in languages such as English, Mandarin, and even Slovak, but in European Portuguese (EP) this topic is just starting to be explored. Our study aims to analyze local entrainment in spontaneous speech (turn-by-turn), not just to verify if speakers adjust their acoustic-prosodic behavior to their interlocutors in turn-exchanges, but mainly to see if that adjustment is influenced by structural metadata events, namely discourse markers and different types of sentence-like units (SU). More concretely, we aim to verify if this local entrainment is more prone to occur between different types of SU (e.g., question-answer pairs) or when the second turn begins, for example, with a discourse marker (e.g., now; well; so); an affirmative cue word (e.g., yes; exactly; grunts, such as humhum and hum); or a disfluency (e.g., filled pauses). We also want to study in which acoustic-prosodic features speakers present more similarities.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews a selection of literature on this subject; Section 3 describes the corpus used, as well as the set of prosodic features and metrics applied; Section 4 presents our results of local entrainment in structural metadata events. Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions and future work.
State-of-the-art
Our study covers two topics, entrainment and structural metadata events. Although both have been extensively covered separately, we have found no literature on entrainment between different turn types, and very few works on analyzing entrainment with specific structures.
The study of entrainment is not new in the literature (e.g., [6] , [7] ). In the Accommodation Theory, [7] describe accommodation as a multiply organized and contextually complex set of alternatives that are available to speakers in face-to-face conversations, functioning to achieve solidarity with or dissociation from a conversational partner.
In most recent studies, entrainment is not analyzed per se but in its implications towards a certain goal, whether the success of the task ( [8] , [9] ), social variables ( [3] , [10] ) or power relations ( [11] ). Entrainment has also been studied under multiple perspectives: acoustic-prosodic ( [12] , [13] , [5] ), phoneticphonological ( [14] ), lexical-syntactic ( [15] , [8] ), multimodal, via facial expressions and gestures ( [16] ).
The topic of our paper is acoustic-prosodic entrainment in spontaneous speech. In this line, [5] measured the adaptation of speakers at different levels, all the dialogue (global) and turnby-turn (local), using the Columbia Games Corpus. Globally, the author found that speakers are more similar to their partners than to their non-partners (i.e., speakers with whom they were never paired with) in mean and max intensity, and speaking rate. Locally, speakers were more similar at adjacent turns than at non-adjacent ones in intensity mean, max, and HNR, even though they do not match in speaking rate. Moreover, the author also found evidences of entrainment on turn-taking cues, namely that a speaker tends to use a cue also used by the interlocutor and that speakers have more cues in common with each other than with random other speakers.
Studying entrainment in the use of 'no' (meaning 'yes' in Slovak) [17] , the author found less entrainment than expected in the frequency of 'no' between interlocutors. He also found that speakers tend to entrain (both with 'no' and in the remaining conversation) on intensity and voice quality features.
In EP, only two studies have addressed adaptation between speakers, [18] , and [19] , both using a subset of the same maptask corpus used in this study. [18] found evidences of prosodic correlations (pitch concord effects) between Yes/No-questions and affirmative answers; and [19] found global entrainment expressed in different degrees, since speakers did not entrained with the same partners and in the same features. Results showed that, despite the role speakers were playing (giver or follower), they tended to display more sensitivity to some partners, which may reveal a stronger partner effect than a role effect.
There is a vast amount of work on identifying structural metadata events, given their relevance to enrich the output of speech recognition systems, namely to recover sentence boundaries, disfluencies and discourse markers [20] . In particular, it has been shown that discourse markers, along with other words that occur mainly turn-initial, are hard to identify, presenting higher error rates when automatically recognized [21] .
For EP, [22] performed an automatic classification task to distinguish discourse markers, disfluencies and SU in manually transcribed university lectures and map-task dialogues. Results showed that turn-initially discourse markers can be fairly discriminated from disfluencies and SU, even though their acoustic-prosodic discrimination still poses several challenges, due mostly to the fact that disfluencies and discourse markers share acoustic-prosodic properties.
Corpora annotation
The corpus used in this study is the CORAL corpus (ISLRN 499-311-025-331-2) [23] , which comprises 64 dialogues in map-task format between 32 speakers. The dialogues occur between two speakers with different roles (giver, and follower). CORAL is balanced in terms of gender and role played by the speaker (all speakers play both roles twice with different interlocutors). The corpus has 7 hours orthographically transcribed, and totals 61k words. In this work, we use a subset of the corpus, comprising 48 dialogues between 24 speakers. The subset is divided into sentence-like units (SU), with a total of about 42k words. Table 1 lists the distinct structural metadata events that are studied, showing examples and percentages of occurrences. In terms of SU patterns in consecutive turns, we include declarative (DECL), and interrogative (INT) SU 1 , as well as discriminating among three subtypes of interrogatives (Yes/No, Tag, and Wh-questions). The study also covers discourse markers (DMs), affirmative cue words (ACW), ambiguous structures (AMB) -words that can be either a DM or an ACW, and disfluencies (DISF) in the beginning of turns. Moreover, we also analyze other types of structures that are very frequent turn-initially in our data, namely emphatic repetition (EMP), and negative answers (NEG).
Set of prosodic features and metrics
Our experiments use eGeMAPS [24] , a set of 88 acousticprosodic features, well-known for their usefulness in a wide 1 In our corpus, exclamative turns only occur after declarative ones. Therefore, we excluded this SU type from the current analysis. range of paralinguistic tasks. To perform a turn-by-turn entrainment analysis, we compared the acoustic-prosodic features between the end of a turn, produced by a speaker, with the beginning of the next one, produced by his/her interlocutor. We applied the metrics defined by [13] and [5] , represented in equations 1 and 2. The two metrics are based in Inter-Pausal Units (IPU), pause-free units of speech from a single speaker separated from one another by at least 50ms [25, 5] . When applying these metrics, we had to adjust the unit of analysis to fit EP phonological phenomena, such as truncations of post-tonic material, affrication, or aspiration. Another reason for adjusting the unit of analysis was the delimitation of our target (turninitial) structures. Instead of selecting the initial and final IPU for each sentence, we selected the initial and final words produced within a 500ms interval. This fixed minimal unit of analysis was empirically tested and proved to be the most fruitful threshold with one or more words per unit of analysis, allowing to extract discourse markers and affirmative cue words, which can be a single word or correspond to a multiword unit (e.g., então, está bem / 'so, ok'; pronto depois / 'ok then'). Such interval can also be used to facilitate the automatic classification of the target structures and to produce entrainment models for spoken dialogue systems.
Several t-tests are then applied, in order to determine: (i) if the similarities are greater between adjacent or non-adjacent turns (Partner distance vs. Other distance); (ii) considering only adjacent turns, if speakers are more similar to each other when the utterance occurs between specific turn types or when a turn begins with a specific structure.
Local entrainment results
Evidences of acoustic-prosodic entrainment between speakers per dialogue (globally) were presented by [19] , in the same map-task corpus. Now, we aim at verifying if the same speakers also show similarities to each other but at turn exchanges (locally). This study compares entrainment between adjacent turns and non-adjacent ones, revealing that there are substantial statistically significant differences between both groups (p<0.001) in 85 out of the 88 of the acoustic-prosodic features analyzed. These results reinforce the ones found for global entrainment, since speakers match their interlocutors at turn-exchanges in pitch, energy, duration, and voice quality features. Globally, speakers matched their partners significantly only in three features: pitch mean rising slope, duration of speech (with and without internal silences), and phonation ratio. These results are not in line with those found by [5] for American English, where speakers match with each other locally in intensity mean, max, and HNR, but not in pitch. Therefore, we can hypothesize that features like energy could be language independent, at least in similar corpora, but not pitch.
Experiments with different turn types
Considering declarative (DECL) and interrogative (INT) turns, results also show that speakers are more similar between adjacent turns than between non-adjacent ones for the main prosodic parameters: pitch, energy, duration, and voice quality features. turns for both turn types, also reveals that there are statistically significant differences between them (p<0.01 and p<0.05) in the majority of the acoustic-prosodic features. This shows that, even though adjacent turns are always more similar than nonadjacent ones, they also differ according to the turn type, allowing us to hyphotesize that the ending intonation of each turn influences the following one.
In order to verify in which SU types speakers are more similar, we performed a t-test comparing the different patterns between two consecutive turns and reported the amount of features (from a total of 88) where each pair is more similar. Table 2 shows the corresponding results, where each cell presents the ratio of features, with statistically significant differences (p<0.001 and p<0.05), where speakers are more similar, for each combination of SU patterns. Results show that speakers are more similar between question-answer (INT-DECL) turns than between DECL-DECL sentences (25/5) To conclude, question-answer turns are the ones with stronger similarities between speakers, and declarativeinterrogative pairs are the ones where less entrainment occurs. In our data, we observed that these declarative turns usually correspond to an answer of a previous question or an information about the position in the map followed by a question about the next step to complete the task. This map-task corpus is characterized for its collaborative nature, where speakers interact with the common goal of completing the map as fast as they can. Therefore, it was expected that question-answer pairs were the Looking only at question-answer pairs, there are also degrees of entrainment between the different types of interrogatives, even though the differences are not as strong as expected. The comparison between Yes/No and Wh-questions, both followed by a declarative answer, show that both patterns present a statistically significant difference in 11 features: in 6 of them, speakers are more similar when there is a Yes-No question, and in 5 features when there is a Wh-. As for the patterns Yes/No-DECL vs. TAG-DECL, results also show that speakers are more similar between Yes/No questions and the following answer (14/10). The similarities occur in pitch, energy, frequency and spectral parameters. Finally, when comparing TAG-DECL with Wh-DECL, there are stronger evidences for entrainment in the first pattern (13/7). These results may be explained by the fact that these SU are coded in distinctive prosodic ways.
In EP, declarative turns are associated to low/falling nuclear contours (e.g. [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] ), and [30] associates the neutral declarative to the contour H+L* L%. As for interrogative turns, Wh-questions are characterized with a descending intonational contour, similarly to declarative sentences ( [31, 30] ); yes-no questions are characterized in spontaneous speech in EP by [32] with both Low-falling or Low-rising contours; and by [27] , with the contour H* HL* H%. In data collected in laboratory, [29] characterized them with the contour H+L* LH%. Moreover, this subtype has no associated lexical-syntactic cues in Portuguese, only prosodic, unlike English where Yes/No questions can be coded with an auxiliary verb and subject inversion. As for Tag questions, [32] associated them to a Low-rising melody. The fact that both Yes/No and Tag questions present high/rising boundary tones, and that declarative sentences tend to present a prenuclear tone H in the first accented syllable may explain why there are evidences for more entrainment between these pairs of SU than with Whquestion-answer pairs.
Experiments with different turn-initial structures
This analysis was performed only between interrogative turns, namely Yes/No and Tag questions (both showed similar results and were therefore joined as a class to account for more occurrences), followed by a declarative answer, and DECL-DECL turns. This selection was due to the small amount of occurrences (less than 20) of our target structures in the beginning of the second turn for the remaining patterns (INT-INT, DECL-INT, and Wh-DECL). As expected, for INT-DECL turns, discourse markers and ambiguous structures also have a small amount of occurrences, 21 and 24, respectively, and are therefore excluded from this analysis. Tables 3 and 4 show the corresponding ratio of features, with statistically significant differences (p<0.001, and p<0.05) where speakers are more similar.
In question-answer pairs, results show that speakers entrain in more features when the answer is an affirmative cue word rather than an emphatic affirmative answer (13/4), mainly in pitch, jitter, and HNR, or a disfluency (15/6), mainly in voiced quality features; voiced and unvoiced segments length. As for affirmative cue words and negative answers, results are very similar, as speakers show evidences for entrainment in a similar amount of features (13/12) .
Regarding DECL-DECL turns, speakers also tend to be more similar to their interlocutors when there is an affirmative cue word than emphatic affirmative answer (more similarities in 20 features, mainly in pitch and energy); discourse markers (45/13), ambiguous structures (32/26), both in pitch, energy, spectral parameters, and voice quality features, and disfluencies (31/12), in energy, voice quality features and voiced/unvoiced segments). Contrarily to question-answer pairs, affirmative cue words and negative answers are not balanced in terms of the amount of features where speakers entrain (19/11) . When comparing DMs with all the other structures analyzed, results show that this class is where speakers entrain less. As for disfluencies, there are evidences for more entrainment only when compared with DMs (30/12). Affirmative emphatic, ambiguous structures and negative answers show more entrainment than disfluencies in the majority of the features. Therefore, entrainment is stronger when the second turn begins with an affirmative cue word, both with a declarative and an interrogative context, less strong with ambiguous structures, emphatic affirmative answers, and negative answers; and scarce with disfluencies and discourse markers. These different degrees of local entrainment may be related with the informative structure of these events. In our data, affirmative cue words have multiple pragmatic functions, like expressing feedback or acting as a backchannel. Regardless of their function, they contribute to the fluidity of the dialogue and signal the collaborative nature of the corpus. On the other hand, both discourse markers and disfluencies are generally defined as syntactically detached structures with no propositional content, that share acoustic-prosodic properties according to their pragmatic context: discourse markers that have a function similar to disfluencies, like stalling, may share with them some properties, meaning the plateau contours contrasting with the rises in the following prosodic constituents.
To summarize, in our data, entrainment is influenced by the SU types and by the structures that occur turn-initially: speakers tend to be more similar to their partners at turn-exchanges in question-answer pairs, showing more entrainment in a greater number of features, than with any other of the patterns analyzed; and also entrain more when a turn begins with an affirmative cue word than with a disfluency or a discourse marker.
Conclusions
To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first local entrainment (turn-by-turn) analysis for EP. We have investigated how distinct structural metadata events, namely types of SU in consecutive turns (e.g. interrogatives followed by declaratives, or both declaratives), and the presence of discourse markers, affirmative cue words, and disfluencies in the beginning of turns, influence the acoustic-prosodic adaptation between speakers.
Our results on local entrainment without considering the sentence types or any kind of specific structures reveals that speakers are more similar between adjacent turns than between non-adjacent ones in the four main acoustic-prosodic parameters: pitch, energy, duration, and voice quality. These results are not in line with a similar analysis performed by [5] for American English, which found that speakers match with each other at turn-exchanges in intensity mean, max, and HNR, but not in pitch. These results may lead us to hypothesize that features like energy could be language independent, at least in similar corpora, but not pitch. The experiments conducted so far show that acoustic-prosodic behavior of local entrainment in EP spans from energy to all the other prosodic parameters.
Considering local entrainment between distinct SU types, question-answer pairs are the ones with stronger similarity in the majority of the pitch, energy, duration, and voice quality features, and declarative-interrogative pairs are the ones where less entrainment occurs. These results were expected given the collaborative nature of the corpus. As for the subtypes of interrogatives in question-answer pairs, with Yes/No and Tag questions there are stronger evidences for entrainment than with Wh-questions. The first two share a high/rising boundary tone, opposed to the low/falling nuclear contour of Wh-questions, a contour similar to neutral declaratives in EP. Moreover, Yes/No questions have no associated lexical-syntactic cues in Portuguese, only prosodic, an evidence more for their contribution for the local entrainment found. It is also worth mentioning that question-answer pairs are the driven force of the dialogic nature of our corpus, very collaborative tasks to be solved together. The fluidity of a dialogue is built upon several strategies and our data shows that the structures evidencing stronger local entrainment are the ones more prone to show collaboration and feedback.
In line with what has been said for SU, the stronger local entrainment occurs with affirmative cue words. This structure is an evidence more of the collaborative effort between the interlocutors to solve the task. On the other hand, disfluencies and discourse markers are the structures showing less degree of entrainment. A possible explanation is the fact that when speakers utter disfluencies and discourse markers they are planning what to say next or stalling. The stalling patterns in EP are plateaus distinguishable from the prosodic patterns of other linguistic structures.
In a future work, we intend to perform a more fine-grained analysis of the different pragmatic functions of discourse markers and affirmative words, to verify how they correlate with entrainment. We also aim at extending this study to other domains.
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